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Pause for thought

“

It’s a magical time of year.

A welcome note from the Editorial Board

We cannot pretend that UK holidays or
the traditions that follow them do not
exist. For example, there is the New
Year’s Resolution. Many people will be
making conscious decisions about how to
live their lives in future. It doesn’t matter
whether those decisions involve losing
weight, stopping smoking or volunteering
with a worthy cause, everyone who
makes a New Year’s Resolution is really
saying that he or she wants to live a
better life.
Or perhaps, putting it another way, by
choosing to lead better lives people are
re-dedicating themselves to their lives.
In this respect, one need only look at
the Jewish calendar and our community
where we are in the midst of two months
of events where re-dedication to life –
and the Jewish way of life, is the theme.
The end of November 2009 saw the
Bishopstoke Players and Sussex Jewish
Online presentation of Kindertransport at
Ralli Hall. The play itself is about humanity,
choices and the dedication to life. We are
grateful to Hanno Fry, a Kindertransport
child, for submitting a review of the play.

Then we celebrated Chanukah. We joined
Jews around the world to celebrate the
light of the historical re-dedication of the
Holy Temple.
But re-dedication and celebration are also
themes that continue throughout this month.
The 27th is National Holocaust Memorial Day,
a day selected by the British government
to commemorate one of the darkest eras,
if not the darkest era, in history. It is a time
when we need to – we ought to, re-dedicate
ourselves and strengthen our commitment
to life, our Jewish way of life and the
preservation of life.
January is also a time of Jewish new years
– one real and one imaginary. The former
is in the calendar. Tu B’Shevat - the new
year of the trees, falls on the 30th. The
latter can be found here in the pages of
Sussex Jewish News where our local rabbis
have been commenting on the weekly
Torah readings. On the 23rd they will have
completed a full year of parashot. Not a
new year per se, but with a little bit of
linguistic jiggery-pokery we could say that
we have made our own Simchat Torah.
And that’s magic.
Happy new year and l’chaim.

Submissions deadline for next issue: 8th January 2010
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Community life

AJEX
by Judy Gabriel

Eastbourne Progressive
Jewish Congregation

AJEX had a very busy November
in 2009. The Remembrance
Parades and Services were well
attended and our thanks go to
all who took part. Thanks also go
to Rabbi Rader and Brighton &
Hove Hebrew Congregation, New
Church Rd Hove, for hosting the
AJEX Service.

Our monthly Coffee Mornings continue to be very popular
with people attending from across the communities
in Eastbourne and Brighton, with the next being on
Wednesday 7th January at 11.00 am in the Garden
Room (Conservatory) of The Hydro Hotel, Mount Road,
Eastbourne. Don’t sit at home alone, come along and
make some new friends and meet old friends. All can be
assured of a very warm welcome.

The London Parade and Rally were well supported not
only by Brighton & Hove but also by all the regions.
It was good to see so many people taking part.
The month ended by AJEX being represented at the
performance of Kindertransport at Ralli Hall. For this we
need to thank SJO who invited us to take part. The four
banners loaned to us by AJEX HQ proved to be of great
interest and the play itself was well thought out and well
performed. A very worthwhile time was had by all.
January brings another date for your diaries: the ever
popular AJEX Quiz. This will be a Music Quiz at the
AJEX Hall on January 17th, hosted for us by Stewart
Macintosh. Please call Aubrey Cole for more details and
to book on 737417. Why not make up a table, come
along and have some fun?

Hastings and District Jewish Society
by Claudette Woolfson
It was yet another wet and windy night when we held our
November service. Dr Alfred Bader was our guest speaker.
He always provides us with a thought-provoking talk and
this occasion was no exception. His subject was Women in
the Bible. Perhaps he was feeling inspired by his wife Isobel
who had just celebrated her birthday.
Please note: there is no service in January. Our next
service will be held on Friday 5th February.
Another date for the diary is Saturday 30th January when
the annual Holocaust Memorial Day Service takes place.
This year‘s theme is ‘The Legacy of Hope’. There will be
readings and music and participation by Opera South
East. If one has not visited St Mary in The Castle, which
is an architectural gem, then this is certainly the occasion
on which to do so. There is no charge to attend this
event but tickets must be obtained from the Information
Service at the Town Hall or a committee member.
We’ll be reporting on the Chanukah events in Bexhill and
Eastbourne in the next issue. For all enquiries please
contact the Society on 07743 992295 or write to HDJS at
PO Box 74, Bexhill, East Sussex TN39 4ZZ

by Andrew Jay, Chairman & Lay Reader

Our regular Erev Shabbat Services are held at The
Friends Meeting Place, Eastbourne, Wish Road, on the
second and fourth Friday of every month. On 8 January
the service will commence at 7.00 pm. On 22 January our
service will begin at the earlier time of 6.00 pm and will
be followed by our Chavurah Supper.
All enquiries should be directed to the Administrator on
01323 725650 or e-mail at epjcong@aol.com.

Jewish Historical Society
by Joan Melcher
On Tuesday 24th November, Professor Ladislaus Lob
gave a compelling talk entitled ‘Razco Kasztner - A Jewish
Schindler?’ Professor Lob told the remarkable story of
Kasztner, a Hungarian Jew, regarded by some as a traitor
and by many others as a hero, who negotiated with the
S.S. to get 1670 Jews out of Hungary.
Lob was 11 years old, and, with the other 1670,
crossed the border into Switzerland to safety. Although
Kasztner saved many Jewish lives, history has not wholly
acknowledged his triumph. Twelve years later, he was
murdered by an extremist Jewish gang in his adopted
home of Israel. The session ended with interesting
questions and a delicious tea.
The next meeting of the Jewish Historical Society will be
on 26th January 2010 when Sydney Levine will talk on
‘The Rise and Decline of the Bradford Jewish Community’
at Ralli Hall at 7.45 pm.

JTrails Road Show
The latest JTrails Road Show was
held at Ralli Hall on 29 November.
Pictured at the Road Show are
Philip Kiberd and Marcus Roberts of
JTrails with Zippy & Martin Gilmour.
The Brighton & Hove Jewish Heritage Trail is to be launched
during this year’s Brighton Festival.
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Community life

Helping Hands
This following was written by
Elizabeth Bex, a Helping Hands
client. It was read out at our
volunteer day in October. We
feel it should have a wider
audience. Permission has been
given to publish the names of
both client and volunteer.
I am sorry I couldn’t be here with you today but I would
like to tell you a little bit about how Helping Hands has
been a lifeline for me in so many ways.
I became ill with ME many years ago and with it came
the debilitating symptoms that led to my becoming
housebound, being retired from work and more isolated
from friends and community.
Sarah Wilks from Helping Hands came round to meet
me and talk about the kind of help that I thought I
would need and what she felt Helping Hands could offer.
Befriending seemed to be an answer to my isolation and
loss of friends over the time that I had become ill. The
initial help from Sarah was invaluable in finding the right
person to replace that loss of friends I had experienced.
Isolation and loneliness seem to come hand-in-hand with
ill health and growing older.
Family cannot always be there for you and having
someone special can make all the difference and prevent
one from becoming more withdrawn and even depressed.
Finding the right person for you, and that works both
ways, is important and this does not always happen
on the first attempt. One should not be afraid to say if
you do not feel comfortable or if you do not think the
befriender you have met is right for you. It’s not being
ungrateful or fussy but realistic that you might not be
right for one another. I always think one’s intuition
is something not to take lightly and to trust in one’s
judgment and of course this works both ways. Good
communication and friendliness is very important.
I was able to tell Sarah that I had become isolated
from friends I had from work, and other friends in the
community. ME was in its early days of recognition and
not everyone understood. Sarah had great insight into
my needs and this meant she was able to do her best in
finding just that right person for me. Call it intuition and
skill on her part too.
It is also important to say what one might need and as I
use a wheelchair outdoors this was an essential part of
me. It had not been easy from being an active individual
in society to asking for help and support. Isolation can
make one feel withdrawn and anxious about going out
and about again and I really missed that activity in my
life that I had taken for granted and always enjoyed. A

trip to the shops had lost their pleasure. I missed just
going out with a friend to sit in a cafe, someone with
whom to share the highs and lows of life. I missed all of
that so much.
I have been fortunate to have Jessica, who has been a
constant and very special befriender. It’s been important
to us to have a routine with some flexibility, being aware
that the befriender has her own life and family. That’s
why knowing what one wants from the relationship and
what one can receive in return is important. I also hope
it is a two-way experience. The support has been of the
greatest value to me, as has the friendship which has
grown over the years. Boundaries are important too and
it’s good to set those right at the beginning of any help
that is offered. I have been very fortunate to have met
someone who has become constant and who has very
special qualities. Jessica is fulfilling a very important
mitzvah in what she has given to me over the years.
Befriending can provide a very special kind of relationship
between the Helper and Receiver. I have benefited so
very much from this relationship.
Everyone will have their special needs and hopes and
Helping Hands has succeeded in fulfilling some of those
for me. I would like to say a big thank you to Helping
Hands but an even bigger thank you to Jessica for her
special role in my life.

Worthing & District Jewish Community

Pictured are magician Russell Levinson with Ian and
Barbara Gordon at the very entertaining and successful
Worthing & District Chanukah Party on 12th December at
the Quaker Meeting House.

The SJN Hall of Fame

Our new look has been the talk of the town. But
we want more than just talk. We want to see who
is looking at us. Send us a picture of yourself with
a celebrity. Each month we’ll pick one celebrity pic
and print it. If it’s yours, you’ll get a free 1 year
subscription (or subscription renewal) to Sussex
Jewish News! Have fun and get snapping!
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National Holocaust Memorial Day 2010
All of the details for the following events in Brighton and Hove
were correct at the time of publication and remain subject to change

Portraits for Posterity
– A Photographic Exhibition

Sussex University
commemorates NHMD

Portraits for Posterity is an independent ongoing project
to create memorable photographs of Survivors of the
Nazi Holocaust now living in Britain. The exhibition will
feature local Holocaust Survivors together with a short
biography of their lives

Speaker Freddie Knoller, author of Desperate Journey:
Vienna, Paris, Auschwitz’ (2002) and ‘Living with the
Enemy: My Secret Life on the Run from the Nazis’ (2005)

Venue: Jubilee Library, Jubilee Square, Brighton
Dates: 11th January – 12th February

The Artwork of Darfuri Children
– An Art Exhibition
In connection with Brighton Voices in Exile, Brighton & Hove
Progressive Synagogue will be hosting an exhibition of the
artwork of Darfuri children. All are welcome.
Venue:	Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue
6 Lansdowne Road, Hove BN3 1FF
Dates:	22nd – 24th January
Times: Friday 22nd 6 pm – 8pm
and Sunday 24th 11am – 4pm
Info:	Tel: (01273) 737223, online at
www.brightonandhoveprosynagogue.org.uk
or email bhps@freenetname.co.uk

Children’s Holocaust
Memorial Event – Free
Based on the experiences of the Sinta and Roma gypsies
during the Holocaust, children aged 6-12 are invited to join
in with our storytelling and craft activity to commemorate
National Holocaust Memorial Day. Although a free event,
spaces must be booked in advance.

Freddie Knoller was born in Vienna in 1921, where he
lived with his parents and his two brothers until 11 March
1938, when Austria was annexed by Germany. His life,
during the tragic period 1938-1945, reads like a novel:
arrests, prison, escapes, hiding with false papers, joining
the resistance and concentration camps. But luck and
courage saved him from extermination.
The film ‘Daring to Resist: Three Women Face the
Holocaust’ (Martha Goell Lubell and Barbara Attie, USA
1999), will then be shown.
Following the film a panel comprising Dr Shirli Gilbert
(University of Southampton), Dr Leshu Torchin (University
of St Andrews) and Prof Christian Wiese (University of
Sussex) will discuss the link between this year’s theme
“The Legacy of Hope” and contemporary issues regarding
human rights, genocide, memory and resistance.
All welcome, booking not required.
Venue:	University of Sussex, Chowen Lecture Theatre,
Brighton and Sussex Medical School, Falmer,
Brighton BN1 9PX	
Date:	27 January
Time:

1.45 pm

Info: 	Diana Franklin. Tel/fax: 020 8381 4721
email d.franklin@sussex.ac.uk

Venue: Jubilee Children’s Library, Jubilee Square, Brighton
Date:	23rd January
Time: 	Workshops from 2-3pm and 3.30-4.30pm
Info: (01273) 296960

Light a candle for hope
Offering a peaceful space for quiet reflection on
National Holocaust Memorial Day, people are given the
opportunity to light a candle or perhaps write some
thoughtful words on this day of remembrance. The café
will be open. Free entry. All welcome
Venue: Friends Meeting House, Ship Street, Brighton BN1 1AF
Date:	24th January
Time: 1pm – 5pm
Info: (01273) 770258
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The importance of Holocaust education
by John Evans

I have been exposed to two people who had close
experience to the events of the 1930’s and 1940’s.
The most important to me were my parents. As a boy,
when I asked what they did during World War II, the
answers were short and never terribly enlightening. My
father had some connection with the liberation of Norway
and he never paraded his war service. My mother was a
school teacher during the Blitz. They both met Americans
prior to D-Day too.
However, the experiences of that time had an impact on
my childhood. We never went to Spain until General Franco
died. My father and I were actually in a German family
home on the afternoon when England won the World Cup in
1966. It was part of an exchange through a school that was
the first to set up a pupil exchange with Germany in the
1950s. All Dad would say was that my exchange partner’s
parents were very nice but were probably Nazis.
After the war my mother, however, would never go to
Germany on holiday or otherwise. She took many school
trips abroad – especially skiing ones, to Italy, Austria and
France, but never to Germany. In those days, I went a
couple of times. We always travelled by train, overnight
from Calais via Aachen, Basel and Innsbruck.
Finally, one night at the beginning of such a trip we
crossed the German border just to get through and on to
Switzerland. Mum had to tell me: the last times she had
crossed the German border was on school trips after 1933
but before World War II began, and she often had more
kids in the group going home than she started with. How
she ever managed not to die of fright when the frontier
guards checked passports she never knew. She never, ever
spoke about this again in her life, but she knew I knew.

a significant starting point to ensure that young people
appreciate how evil can manifest itself in so many ways. For
example, the Holocaust brings other events into focus such
as the Rwanda massacre, and ensures that we, as human
beings, are ever conscious of what horrors we can do to
each other. And we must prevent ourselves from doing so.
The evils of the 1930’s and early 1940’s delivered to Europe
over 60 years of peaceful social, economic and personal
development where the freedom to travel, intermix, support
your football teams in trans-European competitions and go
on stag or hen nights in virtually any city you choose are
now taken for granted. These sixty years were won at the
price of a monumental struggle in World War 2 between
what might loosely be called the “good” and the “evil”
sides of the European Enlightenment of the 17th and 18th
centuries. This liberal and humanitarian foundation for
our lives needs continual reinforcement. We cannot, for
a moment, lose sight of the quality of this, alongside the
fragility of its continuation.
But continuation sometimes takes some personal
involvement, some personal contact by Jewish people
and non-Jewish people (like me) to create the motivation
to do something about it and pass it on to the next
generation. This is why Holocaust Education is so real
and so vital for today’s young people.
John Evans is an educator, consultant and writer.

By contrast, over many years, part of my life has been
deeply involved with the teaching of history, politics and
international relations. I was privileged to go to a school
with long historical traditions where David Irving is also
an alumnus. Although he was feted many, many years
ago as a historian of note and he often spoke to groups
of us about what historical research was all about,
gradually, his “history” changed. Irving began the process
that has led to his current situation in Austria, where
Holocaust denial is illegal.
Several years ago, David Irving was invited to speak to the
Sixth Form at my old school. The reason given was the
pursuit of historical balance. I remembered my mother’s
bravery, my father’s distaste for war and both of my
parents’ humanity. I campaigned to stop the speech from
happening. I pursued the issue through the Chairman of
Governors, and ensured that, in at least one small way,
young people would not be subjected to Holocaust denial.
The Holocaust must never be perceived to be the only
source of evil. It is important to understand how it can be
issue 193 / JANUARY 2010 / www.sussexjewishnews.co.uk



Personals, letters and postcards

Personals

Kvelling Hostility

Births

by Nefesh Sikhli

Mazel tov to Lewis Mann on the birth of a granddaughter,
Ruby, to Jaime and Natalie
Mazel tov to Joan & David Melcher on the birth of a
granddaughter, a daughter for Lucinda and Adam and sister
for Jonah and Sacha.

Special Birthdays

Mazel tov to Rachel Barnard, Jonathon Carris Smith, Simon
Elkin, Rabbi Pesach Efune, Clare Essex, Alex Gardner,
Martin Gould, Simon Hatchwell, Audrey Hirschberg,
Mavis Hirschberg, Bob Kaltz, Hanne Lixenberg and Jenny
Macintosh, all of whom are celebrating special birthdays.

Wedding Anniversaries

Mazel tov to Dr & Mrs Ed Meltzer on their 40th wedding
anniversary.
Mazel tov to Mr & Mrs Sasson Sweiry on their 40th wedding
anniversary.

Get Well

We wish a refuah shelaimah to Cyril Jacobs, Amanda
Rutherford, Cliff Walker and Ryan Walker.

Deaths

We wish long life to:
•
•
•
•

the family of Rita Gordon z”l, widow of Murray Gordon z”l
the family of Edith Jackson z”l
the family of Hetty Saunders z”l
the family of David Shaw z”l

Three cheers for three tries
Sandra & Derek Carlton
As extremely proud
grandparents, we are writing
to let you know that our
grandson Daniel Levene
started at St. Peter’s College,
Oxford in October and was
soon selected to play as a
winger for the University
Under 21 rugby team.
The highlight of the season
was the varsity match played
against Cambridge University
at Twickenham on Thursday
10 December. Daniel (pictured) played superbly, scoring
three out of Oxford’s eight tries. Oxford ultimately won
the match 53-17 in a record win.
During the Michaelmas term Daniel trained 3 times a
week in order to build up to this fixture which holds so
much prestige and history.

Next month the UK Branch of the World Medical League
is expected to release Grudge Match: Health and
Hostility. This explosive report should be of considerable
interest to British Jewry. Sussex Jewish News was
provided with an advance copy of the report, the fourth
chapter of which begins with an examination of the
concept of broygues. As a term it “carries the double
meaning of a perceived offence and the bearing of a
responsive grudge. Both need to be present.”
The WML has been studying the issue for several years
now, concluding that in “most Hebrew communities many
broygueses – or broygi, have been reported and continue
to this day.” Most intriguingly, the report discloses that
medical opinion on the subject is quite divided. As a
result, assistance is not, and has not been, forthcoming.
From a physical point of view broygueses “increase one’s
stress levels, raising one’s blood pressure,” according to
cardiologist M. Einhertz, who concludes, “and that is not
good.” By contrast, psychiatrist Dr P Rozak, a specialist
in the field, believes that broygueses can be good for
an individual’s mental health noting, “It gives people
something to live for.”
Yet despite being stymied about whether treatment is
desirable, the WML continues to look at symptomology.
Although consultant dermatologists Peltz and Kepilah
have isolated a consistency among patients, they are
unable to conclude whether skin density is the key to
prevention. “As all of our subjects were already suffering
from broygues,” they admit, “we cannot be certain if
thinness of skin was present beforehand.”
The chapter on British Jewry concludes with tables on the
communities where broygues is most prevalent. Despite
coming fourth in the number of incidences of broygues
(behind London, Manchester and Leeds), Brighton &
Hove topped the table in terms of proportionality.
The authors consider this to be an epidemic.
Sussex Jewish News (‘SJN’), its Editor and Editorial Board:
•	are not allied to any synagogue or group and the views expressed by
writers are not necessarily those of SJN;
•	accept advertisements in good faith but do not endorse any
products or services and do not accept liability for any aspect of any
advertisements; and
•	welcome readers’ contributions but reserve the right to edit, cut,
decline or submit the content to others for comment.
Submission deadline for next issue: 8th January 2010.
To ensure that we receive your submissions by email, please send
them ONLY to editor@sussexjewishnews.com, otherwise we cannot
guarantee their consideration for publication. To assist the Editorial
Board, submissions should be in Word format using Times New Roman
as a font. Receipt of submissions may not be acknowledged, unless
specifically requested. As the Editorial Board is made up entirely of
volunteers, any response may be subject to delay.
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The Jews of Rhodes
Rabbi Charles Wallach

Recently, my wife and I travelled to Rhodes in the
eastern Aegean. In history the island has been the
possession of the Ottoman Empire, the Italians and, even
briefly, the British as well as both ancient and modern
Greece. As it is situated in the eastern Mediterranean,
Rhodes has also had a long Jewish presence.
It is believed that the island’s history commenced
alongside the development of ancient Greece. Its
greatest period of Jewish involvement was when Turkey
and the Ottoman Empire ruled over countless lands. That
influence is evident even today as the walls of the capital,
the City of Rhodes are those built by Suleiman.
This was the selfsame Suleiman who built the famed
walls of Jerusalem. Indeed Rhodes was known as ‘little
Jerusalem’ for, as with Israel’s capital city, the Jews
lived within its walls. They lived quite amicably under
the Turks, falling under what was called the “millet”
system. This was a means by which Jews – and other
non-Muslims – maintained self-control over all internal
matters within the community, leaving formal governance
of society at large to the Turks. During this time six
synagogues developed as well as a boys’ school. The
community was never large but effectively stable and
survived the fall of the Ottoman Empire which, for
Rhodes, actually happened earlier than elsewhere.
For the next twenty-five years after Italy took Rhodes
over in 1912, Italian control probably enhanced the
Jewish community. A girls’ school was opened. The
already established rabbinic college became more
influential, including involvement with French-based
Jewish educational and cultural contact.
Then came the rise of Mussolini. From 1938 to 1944 many
of Rhodes’ Jewish institutions were closed. Emigration to
Palestine and elsewhere occurred. In
July 1944 the remaining 1793 members
of the community were rounded up and
joined with the Jews of Kos to be sent
to Auschwitz. Only a handful returned.
(It is worth noting this was not the fate
of all Greek Jews. Some years ago I
participated in an event honouring the
people of Zakanthos where the Jews
were, in fact, all saved). After the war,
most of the Rhodes Jews joined their
brethren abroad. Today it is believed only
forty souls remain.
Today there is only one synagogue
which is also a most interesting
museum. Set up in 1577, the
synagogue can be visited weekdays
from 1.00 am to 3.00 pm. The museum
not only shows the history of the Jews
of Rhodes, but also of the whole of

Rhodes society. Developed by those who have roots there
– and also by rich American Sephardi Jews – the museum
has records of all those who were sent to their death by
the Nazis. Its inner building reflects a typical Sephardi
synagogue, not just in the traditional orthodox style,
but the wall where the Aron Kodesh or Ark is found is
indented according to the Muslim custom of accentuating
and indenting the wall that faces Mecca – and in this
case Jerusalem. There are costumes of the dress worn
by the community of old, especially on marriage. There
are documents relating to personalities, including a list of
fifty of those sent away by the Nazis who were saved by
the Turkish consul. By proving Turkish nationality going
back to the Turkish Empire, these fifty individuals were
protected.
Although the community’s practices of course have
now been lost to the ravages of others, some quirks
should not be forgotten. They used Ladino, the
“Yiddish” of the Sephardim stemming back to their
escape from Spain after 1492. They even used it
liturgically, on occasion adding verses in Ladino to the
standard Hebrew. Sesame seeds and other sweeteners
were used at Rosh Hashanah. They had no problem
baking their matzot at the public bakery, and it was
customary to collect and display seaweed at Pesach as
a tactile message of the Exodus.
Finally, a short distance away from the synagogue, in
what is known as the Square of the Jewish Martyrs,
a black stone obelisk stands. In different languages it
reminds all who care to look: “There were gathered
on that dark day in July1944, the Jewish community of
Rhodes”: An eternal reminder and remembrance of a
once small but proud and unique community.

SPECIALISTS IN SECURITY SYSTEMS SINCE 1974
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Gates & Barriers
Door Entry Systems
CCTV Surveillance
Care Call Systems

FREE SURVEYS
& QUOTATIONS
TRADE & PUBLIC
SHOWROOM

Sales
Service
Repair
Installation
Maintenance
Technical Advice
Design

0800 068 5447
info@dorcom.co.uk

www.dorcom.co.uk
Unit 3, St Josephs Business Park,
St Josephs Close, Hove, BN3 7HG
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A family and modern history of Warsaw
by Philip Freeman

My father was born in Warsaw in 1898. Following his bar
mitzvah in 1911 and the death of his father soon after,
he came to England just before World War I, coming to
Brighton in 1924. His younger brother followed him to
England in the early 1920s. Their mother and four sisters
remained in Warsaw where their mother ran a delicatessen.
In 1933, when I was about six months old, my father made
his only journey back to Warsaw, travelling by air to Berlin
and from there by rail. I have a lot of photographs of him
and the family taken during that visit. It is clear that his
mother – my grandmother Jochwet whom I never knew
– was very ill. Indeed, she died three years later.
His eldest sister, my Aunt Chaya, stayed with us in Hove
just before World War II. I was about six at the time and
it is one of my earliest memories. After the war I asked
my father why she went back to Poland. He told me that
although he had done his best to get her and her family to
come here, my aunt said that the way of life here was very

different to that in Poland and that Warsaw was the place to
be as many German Jews were moving there. He never saw
her again. Out of a large and talented family, at the end of
the war the only two survivors were my cousins.
The elder of these two brothers came here for education in
1937, after his bar mitzvah. Caught by the war, he volunteered
with the RAF as soon as he could and was sent to Canada for
flying training. He served as a pilot to the end of WWII.
His younger brother was taken prisoner by the Germans
in the Ghetto Uprising of 1943, and survived some
terrible experiences. After being liberated by the Red
Army at Theresienstadt (Terezin) in 1945, he came to
England. He now lives in Hove, aged 80, and is the sole
survivor of my Warsaw family.
In May 2008 I visited Warsaw, something I had
wanted to do for a long time because my strong family
connections to the city. I stayed at a very centrallysituated hotel, close to the Central Station on Aleja
Jerozolimskie (Jerusalem Avenue) – which itself has some
old Jewish connections.
A three hour city tour includes much about Jewish
Warsaw and the Tourist Information Office also has a
very useful leaflet on Jewish Warsaw with a map of the
Ghetto that is written in Polish and English. However, the
leaflet does contain some minor errors.
In 1939 the Jewish population of Poland was
approximately 3.5 million, of whom only some 250,000
survived the war. The population of Warsaw in 1939 was
1.2 million, of whom approximately 300,000 were Jewish.
Today Warsaw has a population of 1.8 million of whom
only about 1,800 are Jewish.
As soon as the Germans occupied Warsaw in 1939 the
city was divided into three parts – German Warsaw, Polish
Warsaw (ie. non-Jewish) and the Ghetto. The Ghetto
wall enclosed 73 of Warsaw’s 1,800 streets, about 27,000
homes, a cemetery and a sports ground. No park or garden
was included. In Poland there were over 400 ghettos. Today
many Warsaw Ghetto streets keep the same names but not
all are in the same places as they were pre-war.
By summer 1942, more than 100,000 Jews had died in
the Ghetto, mainly from disease and starvation. In the
two month period from July 1942 over 260,000 perished,
having been deported by train – from the Umschlagplatz
(loading point) at the northern end of the ghetto, to the
gas chambers of Treblinka a mere 65 miles away.
In 1943 following the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, the entire
ghetto area was razed to the ground. General, Jurgen
Stroop, “The Butcher of the Ghetto”, symbolically pressed
a button to blow up the Great Synagogue in order to show
Hitler that he had destroyed Warsaw Jewry. Today, an office
skyscraper – completed in the early 1990s, stands on the
site of the Great Synagogue and is said to be cursed.
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Adjoining the Great Synagogue was the Jewish History
Institute, a neo-classical building completed in 1936
with a facade harmonising with that of the Synagogue.
Destroyed during the War, it has been rebuilt to its
former design with a picture gallery, library and museum
that contains precious items of Judaica. In a small
auditorium one can view a short film about life in the
Ghetto. Some of the images are very disturbing. Copies
of the film on DVD are on sale in the bookshop.
In 1944 the Germans razed the entire Old Town to
the ground. This has been rebuilt, copying the original
buildings. As a result the Old Town is now newer than
the New Town. In a park, close to the Old Town, I came
across an open-air exhibition of large aerial photographs
taken by Luftwaffe aircraft during the 1939 bombing
of Warsaw and also in 1943 and 1944, all enlarged
to a size of about 6 feet by 4 feet. In the earlier early
photographs, the places I had visited and where my
family had lived were clearly visible. However, the 1944
photographs show there were no buildings left standing.
After the war, the memorial to the Jews of the Ghetto and
those who died in the Uprising was erected in 1948. It is very
impressive. I also saw the Umschlagplatz Memorial. On the
other side of the road is the former Gestapo HQ, now used
by the Department of Psychology of Warsaw University.
The Path of Remembrance was installed in 1988 and
features sixteen inscribed granite blocks dedicated to an
event or hero of the Warsaw Ghetto. The inscriptions
are in Polish and Hebrew. Among the names is Szmul
Zygielbojm (1895-1943), a member of the Polish National
Council in London who committed suicide to protest
the liquidation of the Ghetto. Nearby the bunker in Mila
Street, blown up by Mordecai Anielewicz who led the
Uprising, is also commemorated.
The very large Gesia Street Jewish cemetery appears to
have been untouched during the German occupation.
The gravestones at another large Jewish cemetery, on
the far (south) side of the River Vistula, were taken by
the Germans for building purposes.
Gesia Street has been renamed Mordecai Anielewicz Street.
The cemetery reputedly holds 250,000 graves. There is a
large area given over to “Symbolic Holocaust Graves” with
no inscriptions on the stones. Nearby I found a gravestone
with an English inscription bearing only the names of those
to be remembered and the message, “We never knew you
but we will never forget you”.
As of last year, strips of about 15 inches in width show
where, in Warsaw streets and parks, the Ghetto wall
stood. They are marked in Polish and English, “Ghetto
Wall 1940-1943”. There are two places where small
portions of the original Ghetto wall may be found. They
are now part of courtyards of post-war apartment blocks.
Some bricks have been removed and sent to Holocaust

Museums in America and Australia. In those gaps, people
have placed stones and lit memorial lights.
At various sites in the city, monuments have been
erected and each has a description – in Polish and
English – of what that area was like pre-war, together
with a photograph. I came across one of these in a lovely
green park, and it was upsetting to realise that here,
pre-war, was a busy street full of Jewish people.
Synagoga Nozyk is the only shul remaining inside the
former Ghetto walls. Although desecrated by the Germans,
the interior has been restored and is the only functioning
shul in Warsaw today. Near the shul is a kosher restaurant
(“Menorah”) and a café (“Shalom”). There is also a Jewish
Theatre specialising in Yiddish plays.
My family all lived in Ulice Twarda very close to the shul.
My father was bar mitzvah here and my uncle was a
warden. I went to a Kabbalat Shabbat service there.
There were about 35 men and 10 women. I met and
spoke to visitors from Hendon and from Israel. I had
yahrzeit for my elder brother, who died three years ago,
and I was able to say Kaddish there.
Some of the main avenues – one of which being Jana
Pawla II (Pope John Paul II), must clearly have been
re-named after the fall of Communism – were very
wide. Over 100 yards wide, with wide pavements, large
grass verges, two lanes of parked cars, four traffic lanes
and two tramlines in the centre. Some of these trams
were very ancient. One, not so ancient, was covered in
advertisements for Topshop.
In the last five years, since Poland joined the European
Union, there are many new tall buildings, hotels and offices.
My eldest daughter was in Warsaw in 1995 with a group
from Young Yad Vashem. She took a lot of photographs
showing how the whole area had been rebuilt in the postwar communist era. In 1995, the site where one member of
the family lived was a modern three-storey building. To my
amazement today that same site is occupied by a 45-storey
skyscraper housing the “TP Building” (“Telefonica Polska”),
the BT Tower of Warsaw!!
I returned home pleased to have made the trip, but very
sad at what is no longer there.
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Mediterranean synagogues

Hidden Treasure of Akko
Alvin Noah
In any travel or guide book, the Crusader city of old Akko
is described as a boring town with a prison and perhaps
a mosque or two. However, when visiting Akko we saw
a site so exciting that most people should add it to their
itinerary when making a trip to northern Israel.
On our most recent two-week trip babysitting for our
three grandchildren, our Israeli son-in-law’s parents took
my wife June and me to Old Akko to view a spectacular
synagogue. “Or Torah” Synagogue is also known as ‘The
Jeva’ or ‘The Tunisian’ and is situated at 13 Kaplan Street,
Akko (Acre), 24513, Israel. It is in the south of Akko just
above the Old City.
From our first glimpse of this building, we could see that it
was something very special. The outside walls are covered
with mosaics, as are all the walls of the four levels inside,
including the floors and ceilings. There are 140 stained glass
windows that, together with the mosaics, unfold the history
of the Jewish people throughout the generations. The
building of the Synagogue commenced in 1955 and work
is still continuing It is a site worth visiting for everyone,

The Synagogue, Corfu
Jeff and Lydia Stanford
During a recent bridge holiday with our friends, we
discovered a jewel of a synagogue in the old part of
Corfu Town.
Roy Friedman, who studied at the rabbinical college with
David Meyer, helped us with directions. “After you get off
the bus at San Rocco square walk down the road towards
the harbour and take the second turning on the left after
Marks and Spencer”.
As we approached the building I sensed that we were
there, and indeed we found two Magen Davids on an
exterior wall, but
the front door was
locked. To say I was
disappointed would be
an understatement.
Graham Foreman
pointed to a small
turning nearby
and suggested we
go down it to tour
the local shops. I
immediately noticed
a man standing
in front of a shop
selling ladies’ wear
and linens. I asked

religious or secular, Jewish or non-Jewish. It is a great feast
of artistic endeavour and there is too much there to absorb
in one visit alone. I am sure that we will go back again and
try to absorb all the artistry and effort that have gone into
the design and presentation of this spectacular building.
Since coming back home to Brighton, I have trawled
through libraries and book shops but could not find any
reference to this wonderful tourist site. It is shame that
it is not more widely known and publicized, as I feel the
workmanship is unsurpassed. I would highly recommend
a visit to this site next time you are in Israel.
him how we could get into the synagogue. He smiled in
recognition and told us that he, Moshe, had the key and
that he was the President of the local Jewish Community.
Coincidence or fate? I just thought that was fantastic.
He escorted us to the shul which had the Bimah at one
end and the Ark at the other. We were allowed to take
photographs and also visited the succah; the Foremans had
never been inside a synagogue before. The shammos, a
man called Victor Ozmos, arrived to show us around and
lock up afterwards. Interestingly the long wooden pews
faced each other down the length of the building, not facing
the Ark or Bimah. The present community only has services
on Rosh Hashonah and Yom Kippur. On one wall there was
a memorial stone for those Jews from Corfu who perished
in the concentration camps. The names indicated that they
were mostly of Sephardi origin.
Moshe (Zimos Velelis) then gave us a short account of the
fate of the Jews of Corfu during the war, when 2,000 were
taken to concentration camps. About 145 returned. His
own father was taken away in June 1944, but returned in
February 1945 and married in 1946. Zimos was born in
1954. He showed us a striped concentration camp jacket,
and placed it on the counter. I placed both my hands on the
sleeves and a surge of tears stung my eyes. My friend Lyn,
who is not Jewish, also found the moment extremely moving.
Today, the members of the community do not number more
than 65. They are weary from their difficult past but remain
guardians of the long remembrance of the Jews of Corfu.
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Culture

Kindertransport

JACS

by Hanno Fry

by Nina Taylor, Hon Chairman

On a wet and windy Sunday afternoon in late November
the Bishopstoke Players brought Diane Samuels’
play Kindertransport to the Ralli Hall in Hove. The
presentation was the initiative of Sussex Jewish Online.

Our regular members, including our friend from
Goring, found braving the elements well worthwhile,
as, courtesy of our speaker, Brian Chattock, we
refloated on the Bay of Hong Kong, travelled through
high-rise buildings or in magical shopping areas. Brian
reminded us that Hong Kong had been taken by the
British 150 years ago and only returned relatively
recently to China. Brian had worked there in the Bank
of Shanghai and during his stay had sung in the Hong
Kong Cathedral Choir.

Ralli Hall is hardly a theatre; there is very little stage
lighting. The players, from a village in Hampshire, are
not Jewish. The company puts on plays in aid of charity,
in this case Jewish children’s organisations. The play is
one of the few written about the children from fascist
countries that the British government allowed to enter
the country, provided somebody else paid. The play is not
great. We do not feel that we understand the characters.
On that Sunday afternoon however, the Bishopstoke
Players, under their director Joanna Walker, overcame all
the difficulties and showed the essence of the situation in
human terms. We saw the rigidity of the German-Jewish
mother and the life-long damage inflicted by the jackbooted spectre of Nazi-German hatred on the soul of the
vulnerable child, convincingly played by Kate Robbins.
Finally, the adult woman, played by Kate Stubbs, who has
built a wall of coldness around herself, is forced by her own
child to acknowledge her past and its irreversible effects on
her. She stands alone on the stage and sheds bitter tears
about the reality of the world: this was a moment that
transcended all limitations. The community in the Ralli Hall
was impressed, concerned, and thoughtful.
Two years ago, almost to the day, on a desolate and cold
morning, a memorial to the Kindertransport was unveiled
in the centre of Berlin. On the memorial a few of the
children faced England and rescue: a greater number
faced east and extermination. The city’s chief of police
made the most impressive of many speeches.

What’s Picasa About?
by your Sussex Jewish Online Team
Well, it’s ‘flipping good’. It makes it easy to import your
photos from the camera into a holding area, omitting those
you’ve already transferred. You can allocate them nicely to
albums and do all of the normal photo tweaking – cropping,
straightening, contrast adjustments etc. It even lets you
crop and recompress videos, which is perfect for us, since
our camera takes surprisingly good quality video. Another
nice thing is that it doesn’t alter the original photos or
videos when you tweak them, so you can always get back
to the original if you want to.
Synchronising the photos with an online album is
super-easy too: as well as filtering by album you can
also tell specific photos not to synchronise, and tweak

Intrigued as to which “Enigma” Sydney Levine would
explain, we were entertained by Elgar’s musical
descriptions of his many friends and relations. Another of
our popular speakers, Clive Hamblin, told us of the life of
Rudyard Kipling, interspersed with his reciting many of
Kipling’s most popular verses. Saddened by the tragedies
of Kipling’s life, I was also surprised to realize how
relatively contemporary Elgar and Kipling were of many
of us in the 20th century.
Suzanne Collins told us about her career as Court Usher
and how difficult it was to remain impartial at all the
cases she witnessed. Marion Rose took us through the
history of the movies starting with the silents, then on to
the talkies. She had a good display of glossy photographs
of 40’s and 50’s film stars, which started a lot of “do you
remember” discussions.
So, once again, a varied programme, and we have another
good one lined up for this month. See the Diary page and
then, hopefully, we’ll see you at the AJEX Centre, Eaton
Road, every Wednesday afternoon at 2.00 pm.

the quality at which the uploaded versions get sent, to
speed things up. It will even upload your videos on to the
same shared album, and additionally to YouTube et al, if
you wish.
You can add captions to your photos; essential for
recording what you were capturing. Another cool
feature is that if you export the photos back to the
file system, it embeds the captions in the resulting
images, which many image viewers will allow you to
see without using Picasa itself.
Overall then, Picasa is a very slick photo management
application. It is absolutely free to download from http://
picasa.google.co.uk/
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HHC

Rabbi Vivian Silverman

Hove Hebrew Congregation
79 Holland Road, Hove BN3 1JN
Tel: 01273 732035
Email: hovehc@btinternet.com

Sedra for 2 January 2010: Vayehi

Until Shilo comes

by Rabbi Vivian Silverman
Yaakov blesses his fourth son with the words: “The
sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor the lawmaker’s
staff... until Shilo comes.”
In Jewish tradition “The sceptre shall not depart from
Judah” referred to the Davidic monarchy and, since the fall
of the second temple, designated the head of Babylonian
Jewry whose title was the “exilarch” or head of the exile
(Reish Galuta). The next phrase “nor the lawmaker’s staff”
implied the head of Palestinian Jewry, who was called the
Nasi or Prince of Eretz Yisrael. As for the Hebrew phrase
“ad ki yavo Shilo” this has proved contentious from the
first century down to our twenty-first century.
Rashi (Rabbi Shlomo ben Yitzhak) the great Torah
commentator of eleventh century northern France,
explained Shilo as a reference to Melech Hamashiah (the
Messianic appointed king), basing himself on the Targum
Onkelos and the Midrash: “until Messiah comes”.

However, there were alternative translations. One was that
“as long as men come to Shilo” referred to the future site of
the sanctuary in the time of the prophet Samuel. Another
was “until the one to whom gifts belong arrives” with Shilo
being taken as two Hebrew words, “Shai lo” (gifts belonging
to him). This latter translation was controversial in Jewish
eyes because Christianity, almost from its earliest days and
definitely throughout medieval times, maintained that it
distinctly meant Jesus. The proof, said the church, was to be
found in Jewish sources which stated that Shilo related to the
anointed one, known as Mashiah (Messiah).
Judaism refuted this by asserting that the Torah refers
to a perfect human being who has yet to make his
presence felt on earth. And, it could not mean Jesus
because he had suffered crucifixion and the Redeemer,
spoken of in Jewish teaching, would not suffer death.
In addition, he would be “the Prince of Peace” and ever
since the first century there had been untold wars.
The Christological meaning was held for many centuries.
However, when the New English Bible was published
in 1970, the translators chose for “ad ki yavo shilo” the
words: “so long as tribute is brought to him” which agrees
with one of the alternative Jewish translations.

January Diary

MALCOLM GREEN
CATERING
The selection of your menu is an important part in the
planning of your Simcha. For that reason our Chefs
continue to create exciting and tasty menus to meet
your every need. We can tailor a menu to fit your
specific requirements and help create the function
you are proud of. Let us introduce you to a cuisine
that has made us one of Israel’s leading Caterers.

Tuesday 12th
Tuesday 19th
Shabbat 30th

Talmud Shiur (weekly) at 11.00 am
Ladies discussion circle, 10.30 am
Tu B’Shevat, the New Year for trees.

BRIGHTON & HOVE JEWISH HOUSING ASSOCIATION
TO LET: Ground floor studio flat in central Hove
Newly refurbished
Affordable rent includes: Central Heating | Constant
hot water | Use of garden
Please phone 01273 277225 for an application form

Plus summer holidays in Italy, Ireland
and weddings throughout the world.

KOSHER CATERING AT ITS BEST
Contact Rachel on 01273 726495
or Malcolm on
koshercaterer@yahoo.co.uk
www.kosherservicesworldwide.com
UNDER SUPERVISION KASHRUT
DIVISION OF THE LONDON BETH DIN
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Rabbi Hershel Rader
www.bhhc-shul.org

Brighton & Hove Hebrew Congregation
31 New Church Road, Hove BN3 3AD
Tel: 01273 888855
Email: office@bhhc-shul.org

Young Families @BHHC
Shabbat Chanukah saw a new event New Church Road,
with our inaugural Toddlers’ Service. We were delighted
to welcome Richard and Sam Pinnick of Woodside Park,
a couple with great experience in running services for
young people. Richard led the Children’s Service for
children over five whilst Sam and son Nathan ran the
Toddlers’ Service for younger children.
The Toddlers’ Service was attended by ten children
together with their parents. They all sat with their mums
and dads, participated in songs and listened to stories
designed especially for their age. Afterward the children,
toddlers and parents were welcomed to sing the last
songs in the adult service before all present enjoyed a
Chanukah Kiddush.
This activity was organised by the new Young Families
Group at BHHC which has already run a successful
Sunday morning ‘Drop In and Play’ for families with
little children (pictured). Both activities are to run on a
monthly basis.

Sedra for 9 January 2010: Shemot

Where Are You?

by Rabbi Hershel Rader
‘Where were you?’ This is the question, asked by
those who depend on us, that we dread. A person
with responsibility is supposed to ‘be there’ for those
who rely on him, whether a child, spouse, student,
patient, friend or any other dependent.
Excuses don’t help or justify, they may offer an explanation,
but at the end of the day – you just weren’t there.
A shepherd sees a little lamb run off. He runs after
it to ensure its safety and to bring it back to a place
where it has enough water and tender green grass.
While chasing the lamb, he sees a burning bush but,
miraculously, the bush is not consumed. G-d speaks to
him, tells him that the place is a holy one and charges
him with the responsibility of returning to Egypt and
leading his people out of slavery.
The shepherd, Moshe the greatest prophet of all time,
asks ‘when the people will ask me Your name, what
shall I say?’ To this pragmatic question - ‘who sent
you’ - Moshe receives a cryptic answer ‘My name is I
Will Be What I Will Be’.
What is a name? A name is how we address someone
but it often defines the relationship between two
people or groups of people, particularly if it involves a
title. By asking ‘what is your name?’ Moshe was in fact
asking ‘how have you related to these people? Where
were you when Pharaoh threw their sons into the Nile
and persecuted them?’
Hashem answers ‘tell them I Will Be What I Will Be’.
Where was I? I was with them the whole time. You may
not always understand me, my reasoning and my ways
but I was always there and when they were persecuted,
I was also persecuted. I am with you in your suffering.
Just as the bush burns but I prevent it from being
consumed, a nation is threatened with death – and
will seemingly be destined for extinction time and time
again - it does not die. Just as I am in those flames, I
am with you in your suffering and will ensure that you
will never be consumed.

FLAT WANTED

01273 930931
info@lyonsrankin.com
www.lyonsrankin.com

Mature, employed male seeks quiet, unfurnished,
one bed flat in Hove area.
Long lease desired. Top floor preferred. Circa £600.
Tel 07851 776 726
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Rabbi Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah

www.brightonandhoveprosynagogue.org.uk

Brighton & Hove Progressive Synagogue
6 Lansdowne Road Hove BN3 1FF
Tel: 01273 737223
Email: bhps@freenetname.co.uk

Sedra for 16 January 2010: Va-eira

Bar Mitzvah of Joshua Winstone

The meaning of THE name

by Ivor Miskin

by Rabbi Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah

I am frequently astonished at the
confidence shown by many of today’s
young people. At the bar mitzvah of
Josh Winstone, the tightly-packed
congregation in the Progressive
Synagogue could not have failed to have
the same reaction. Leading the service
with ease, fluently reading a long Torah
portion, even making an off-the-cuff jest after giving a slightly
incorrect rubric, Josh showed maturity well beyond his years.

The second portion of Sh’mot, the Book of Exodus, Vaeira, continues the very familiar story of the Exodus of
the Israelites. The story is so familiar that it is easy to
miss some important subtleties – one of which surfaces
at the very beginning of the parashah (Exodus 6:2-3):
Then God [Elohim] spoke to Moses, and said to him: ‘I
am YHVH [Adonai]. / I appeared [Va-ei’ra] to Abraham,
to Isaac and Jacob as God Almighty [El Shaddai], but
(by) My Name, YHVH, I was not known to them.
The context is Moses’ continuing encounter with the Eternal
One at the ‘burning bush’. At first sight, the declaration
doesn’t make any sense – after all, if you go back to
B’reishit, the Book of Genesis, you will find that ‘Adonai’
– the word substituted for the ineffable Name of God
represented by the consonants Yud Hei Vav Hei (which
indicate God’s ‘being-ness’) – spoke to the ancestors on
several occasions. So, what does it mean to say, ‘but (by)
My Name, YHVH, I was not known to them’?
Although YHVH spoke to the ancestors and made
promises to them, they did not experience the fulfilment
of God’s promises. The French medieval commentator,
Rashi (Rabbi Sh’lomoh Yitzchaki, 1040-1105), writes:
“‘But by My name I was not known to them’’: It is not
stated, ‘I did not make known’ [lo hoda’ti], but ‘I was not
known’ [lo noda’ti] – I was not known to them through
My attribute of keeping faith, which is implied in My
name YHVH: faithful to make true My words, since I
made a promise and did not fulfil it.”
Is this all just semantics and rabbinic ‘hair-splitting’? No
– because without interrogating the opening statement of Vaeira, we don’t just miss a subtlety, we fail to register how the
encounter at the ‘burning bush’ sets the scene for everything
that follows. Explaining the import of the powerful declaration,
‘I am YHVH’, Rashi writes: ‘Faithful to reward those who walk
before Me. I did not send you for nothing, but to fulfil my
words, which I spoke to the ancestors.’ And so, we read in the
verses that follow (6:4-6):
I have established My covenant with them to
give them the land of Canaan, the land of their
sojournings, wherein they sojourned. / And, also, I
have heard the groaning of the Israelites, whom the
Egyptians keep in bondage; and I have remembered
My covenant. / Therefore say to the Israelites: I am
YHVH, and I will bring you out from under the burdens
of the Egyptians, and I will deliver you from their
bondage, and I will redeem you with an outstretched
arm and great judgements.

Josh’s parents are Martin and Sarah Winstone, Sarah
being the well-known local caterer and daughter of Anne
Carr. A poignant note was struck from the bimah when
the scroll was being handed down to each generation.
Rabbi Sarah pointed out that Anne was standing on the
same bimah where she had got married, exactly 50 years
previously, to her first husband Ivan Maykels.
At his celebration dinner that evening, Josh demonstrated
his talent as a musician, playing solo piano and performing
a duet with his cousin Michael playing guitar. So much talent
in one person is unfair – or am I just jealous?

BHPS Calendar for January

STUDY OPPORTUNITIES
Access to Hebrew led by Rabbi Sarah
Weekly on Thursdays, 11.00 am – 12.30 pm
Workshop on Thursday 21st, 7.30 – 9.00 pm
Exploring Judaism led by Rabbi Sarah. Saturdays on
9th, 16th, 23rd, 1.00 – 2.30 pm after service & Kiddush

SPECIAL EVENTS
Friday 8th Oneg: Bridget Whelan (sister of Eileen
Field), reads from her book “A Good Concession”
with discussion to follow, after service @ 8.00 pm
Friday 15th, Tent Service, 7.00 pm – led by Avivit
Katzil, LJ Young Adults Worker
Friday 22nd Opening of Exhibition of the Artwork of
Darfuri Children. 6.00 –8.00 pm, before service*
Saturday 23rd, Bar Mitzvah of Sam Watling, 11.00 am
Sunday 24th Exhibition of the Artwork of Darfuri
Children 11.00 am– 4.00 pm*
Wednesday 27th* National Holocaust Memorial Day
Saturday 30th Tu B’Shevat Seder, 1.00–2.30 pm
after service. Tu B’Shevat Tree-planting, 3.30 pm
Sunday 31st Cyber Quiz, 7.30–9.45 pm
February 6th Bat Mitzvah of Leah Segal, 11.00 am
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Rabbi Charles Wallach
www.bh-rs.org

Brighton & Hove Reform Synagogue
Palmeira Avenue, Hove BN3 3GE
Tel: 01273 735343
Email: office@bh-rs.org

Sedra for 23 January 2010: Bo

Commemorating freedom
by Rabbi Charles Wallach

The importance of the Exodus from Egypt in the psyche
of our people is clearly manifested by the fact that
thirteen of the forty chapters of the Book of Exodus
– and really fifteen if we include the crossing of the Red
Sea – are devoted to it. Further, certainly since Mishnaic
times – and probably longer – the last meal taken
in Egypt has become the focal point of the Passover
ceremonial. More than any other of our festivals that
event, today encapsulated in that Seder, is embedded
in our way of life. A study undertaken some little time
back noted that the Seder was the most fully embraced
occasion in Jewish life.
And the book that we use for that – the Haggadah – is
believed to have found its origin in a line which we read
in sedra Bo. Exodus Chapter 13 verse 8: And you shall
tell your child on that day, “It is because of what the
Eternal did for me when I went free from Egypt”.
You shall tell your child. The concept of telling and
retelling the tale is a requirement. But telling and
retelling is only part of it. The very fact that the Seder
involves a veritable cornucopia of experience as well

– from aspects of vision to taste to singing as well as
the telling of the tale makes it the magical occasion it
can be. In many ways, if done properly and sensitively
it is a curtain to all that is essential to Jewish life.
We learn not just the story of the Exodus, but the text
of the Haggadah takes us through Jewish history; we
bless candles, wine and (unleavened) bread as should
be done at least weekly in our homes. We are reminded
that the Seder plate carries symbols, thus affording
deeper meaning to what are otherwise simply mundane
items. By blessing everything we eat and drink we learn
to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Almighty for
what we do consume, not to mention that the Birkat
HaMazon or Grace after Meals should also be as natural
to our lives as eating the food itself.
So why not make an early resolution this secular year: Not
only to celebrate Pesach when it comes around in a few
months but to take time over the Seder. Give some thought
to its conduct, make sure all present have the text (and
the same text!). Have someone lead the Seder with ability
and feeling so that those present go away not only filled
gastronomically, but imbued with an experience worthy of
the occasion. It is nothing less than the commemoration of
an event that launched a people, our people into Zeman
Cheruteinu: the time of our freedom!

2010: a new year’s odyssey

these and I know gain tremendous satisfaction from them.

by Rabbi Charles Wallach

So here’s the challenge: resolve to take part, get
involved, find some aspect of congregational or
communal life that suits you: For, as the advert might
say, once experienced, you’ll be so glad you have!

When I was still back in South Africa, 2010 had a strong
hold not only on me but on the entire nation. For the last
eight years or so, this year has meant one thing: The World
Cup. I remember when it was announced that South Africa
had been given the cup. I was in Durban at a conference.
The excitement was palpable as the possibilities were
calculated. But alongside those were the challenges, and
these have been many. Hopefully all or most will have been
met by the time July comes around.
If human nature is anything to go by, confronting one’s
challenges seems for many to require special effort,
some might say superhuman effort. As with new year
resolutions we often “mean” to do something but
somehow often fall short. True, sometimes situations do
arise which can prevent us fulfilling what we have set out
to do, but more often than not we know deep down that
a little bit more effort will get us to where we should be.
The other day I was asked to write down what exactly goes
on at BHRS. Besides the regular services which can always
be better supported, I jotted down ten groups or activities
which take place either weekly, monthly, every six weeks or
once every two months. Many of our members and indeed
members of the wider community can and do partake of

Bulletin Board for January 2010
Every Monday: Seated Exercise with Adele
(11.00 am to noon)
Every Wednesday: JACS in the AJEX Centre (2.00 pm)
Friday 1st Service at 6.30 pm (not 8.00 pm)
Tuesday 5th Discussion Group – 12.30 pm
Godfrey Gould ‘What a way to run a Railway’
Saturday 9th Book Club meets at 9.00 am to discuss
The Believers by Zoe Heller
Sunday 10th Cheder term commences
Sunday 10th Members’ Tea (2.30-4.30 pm)
Saturday 16th Rabbi’s Shiur at 9.00 am
Sunday 17th Kids Club (12.30-2.15 pm)
Wednesday 20th Discussion Group
recommences at 1.00 pm
30th Jan Tu B’Shevat
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Ralli Hall

81 Denmark Villas
Hove BN3 3TH

Thanks for 2009,
dancing with styles into 2010
by Roger Abrahams, Hon Chairman
Two events were held in the last few weeks of 2009.
The Magic of the Musicals supper evening was run by
the Ralli Hall Lunch Club Committee. The Chanukah Tea
& Entertainment was put on jointly by the Lunch Club
and Helping Hands. Both events were excellent as well
as social and financial successes. I would like to thank
everyone involved for their tremendous efforts.
I would also like to thank the family of Stanley Jackson
z”l, a well-loved and respected elder of our community.
They have donated an extensive collection of Stanley’s
books of Jewish interest that have been added to our
library in the comfortable Beckerman Lounge. Members
are welcome to browse or borrow the books by
arrangement with the office.
The membership renewals for 2010 are out. If you have
not received yours or wish to join, please call us on
01273 202254 or pop in during office hours. You will
be made most welcome. Remember membership dues
have been frozen for a further year and there are many
activities for you to enjoy.
For the new year, we have a new activity for members.
An experimental drawing class is due to commence in
February, weekly, for an initial period of twelve weeks.
This activity is complementary to our long-standing
and very popular Jewish Art Society. It is for anyone,
whatever their level of experience, interested in exploring
a variety of drawing methods and new techniques and/or

The Magic of the Musicals
by Alan Burke
On Sunday afternoon 22nd November, Ralli Hall was
crowded to capacity to enjoy The Magic of the Musicals
presented by The Brighton Musical Comedy Company.
The company of twelve sang well-known tunes and
melodies from many of the great 20th century shows,
including music by Ivor Novello, Rodgers & Hammerstein,
Andrew Lloyd Webber and many more.
The show was enhanced by a scrumptious tea prepared by
our wonderful team of volunteers, ensuring that the whole
afternoon was a tremendous success both musically and
gastronomically! This fundraising event for the Ralli Hall
Lunch & Social club helped to swell our 2010 budget and,
including the raffle, raised a very welcome £1,650.
Our grateful thanks to the cast and “behind the scenes”
members of The Brighton Musical Comedy Company
together with the Lunch & Social Club volunteers, without
whose help the event would not have been possible.

wanting to get their creative juices going. The only
requirement for this class is a willingness to experiment,
and the enthusiasm to try something new. The class will
be taught by a fine art graduate, Dany Louise, who has
invented her own special drawing style. As with a number
of other such activities, there will be a small weekly fee
to pay. For more information, including the times of the
classes, please contact Dany by phone on 07971 417098,
or by e-mail at dany.louise@ntlworld.com
We hold regular salsa events at Ralli Hall on Saturday
evenings. Leo, our resident salsa expert, is willing to run
another salsa class for members on Monday mornings. If
this appeals to you, please contact Norina at the office,
so that we can see whether there is sufficient interest to
take this further.
Finally, this incident at the end of 2009 has left me with a
warm feeling that we are not on our own. Around fifteen
years ago, the then newly-formed Coptic community
found itself without a suitable place to meet and pray.
For some time, we provided them with a home at Ralli
Hall, until they were able to establish the Coptic Church
in Davigdor Road. They have never forgotten this for we
recently received a letter from Gamal Khalil, a leader in
the Coptic community, enclosing a £350 donation for our
much-needed disabled toilet project. We are grateful to
the Coptic community for their kindness and generosity
and we are pleased to call them friends.
On behalf of everyone at Ralli Hall, I wish you a happy
and healthy 2010. May it bring only good things.
See you at Ralli Hall.

ONLINE...
Between issues of Sussex Jewish
News, you can get community
news bulletins and features from
these websites:
Sussex Jewish News on
www.sussexjewishnews.com
 ussex Jewish Online on
S
www.sussexjewishonline.co.uk
 righton & Hove Online Jewish
B
Community on www.webjam.com/indi

Each website has different features and
all should be supported.
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What’s on: January 2010
diary@sussexjewishnews.com

Shabbat Shalom – Brighton Times

Events this month

Fri 1st Jan
in 3.47 pm
Fri 8th Jan
in 3.55 pm
Fri 15th Jan in 4.05 pm
Fri 22nd Jan in 4.16 pm
Fri 29th Jan in 4.28 pm
* also Tu B’Shevat, the New

For National Holocaust Memorial Day events in Brighton
& Hove, please see page 6.

out Sat 2nd 5.30 pm
out Sat 9th 5.10 pm
out Sat 16th 5.19 pm
out Sat 23rd 5.29 pm
out Sat 30th 5.40 pm *
Year of the Trees

Regular Activities

Wednesday 6

• JACS – Cleopatra, the Serpent of the Nile with guest
speaker Helen Poole, 2.00 pm at AJEX Centre, Eaton
Road, Hove. Members ₤1.50/Non-Members ₤2.00

Thursday 7

Sundays

•	Carmel Tennis Club, 10.00 am-12.00 noon.
All levels welcome. Contact: Leon on 07717 222 744

• The Chutzpah Choir performs at the Brighthelm Centre
(top of North Rd near Queen’s Rd) with Russian Choir
and The Decibelles, another Brighton-based choir. Starts
7.00 pm (doors open at 6.30 pm). There is a small
charge of £5 (£4 concessions) to help cover costs.

Mondays

Friday 8

• Afternoon Club with tea, 1.30 pm.
Contact Reba on 01444 410435 RH

•	Submission deadline for February issue of Sussex
Jewish News

• Rubber and Duplicate Bridge, 1.30 – 4.30 pm, ₤2.00.
Contact Reba on 01444 410435 RH

Monday 11 January to Friday 12 February

•	Shalom Programme Breakfast Show on
www.radioreverb.com or 97.2 FM, 9.00-9.55 am

Tuesdays

• Advanced Oil Painting Group.
Contact Martin 01273 327403 RH
• Painting with Rochelle (JAS), 7.00-9.00 pm
recommencing from 12th January.
Contact 01273 503708 RH
•	Israeli Folk Dancing, 7.45 - 9.45 pm.
Contact Jacky on 01273 688538 RH
• Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club, 10.30 am - 4.30 pm.
Contact Suzanne on 01273 739999 RH
•	Ivrit Classes at Ralli Hall, 6.45 pm – 7.45 pm. Contact
Sara Allen on 566416 or Norina on 2022544 RH

Wednesdays

• J:Tots (formerly Mothers & Toddlers), 10.00 am 12.00 noon recommencing on 13th January.
Contact Rachel on 01273 204334 RH
• Painting with Gwyneth Rose (JAS), 10.00 am - 12.00
noon. Contact 01273 540464 RH
•	Chutzpah Choir (singing in Yiddish, Ladino, Hebrew,
Russian and Ukrainian) with Polina Shepherd, 7.00
- 8.45 pm. Contact Rosalind on 01273 541031 RH

Thursdays

• Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club, 10.30 am - 4.30 pm.
Contact Suzanne on 01273 739999 RH

Grodzinski’s challot and rye bread are available
from Premier Convenience Stores in Hove Street
every Thursday morning until supplies run out.

• Portraits for Posterity, Photographic Exhibition of local
Holocaust Survivors at Jubilee Library, Brighton

Wednesday 13

• JACS - Guest speaker Laurie Moss, Fire Prevention
Officer, 2.00 pm at AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove.
Members ₤1.50/Non- Members ₤2.00

Sunday 17
• AJEX Quiz at AJEX Hall, Brighton & Hove Reform
Synagogue. All enquiries, contact Aubrey Cole on
01273 737417

Wednesday 20

• JACS - The Life and Words of Shelley with guest
speaker Vanessa Underwood, 2.00 pm at AJEX Centre,
Eaton Road, Hove. Members ₤1.50/Non-Members
₤2.00

Tuesday 26

• Jewish Historical Society, Ralli Hall at 7.30 pm

Wednesday 27

• JACS – An Afternoon with Barbara Blume, 2.00 pm at
AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove. Members ₤1.50/NonMembers ₤2.00

The First Great L.J. Cyber–Quiz
Be Among the Pioneers

Join a table in the Montefiore Hall at BHPS. Sunday January
31st, from 7.30 pm to 9.45 pm. Brighton & Hove Progressive
Synagogue, 6 Lansdowne Road Hove BN3 1FF.
Simultaneous Questions and Answers. National League
Table will be relayed to you by your hosts, Louise and Steve
Mordecai. Please bring a permitted dish to share.
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Personal Memories of Mendel Kaplan
(1936-2009)
by David Pincus

journey with Mendel that took us to Winburg in the Free
State, South Africa to our families’ shtetls of Riteve and
Shadova in Lithuania.
For many years up until his death, Mendel Kaplan was
a major figure in the Jewish world. While Chairman of
the Jewish Agency, he was responsible for bringing Jews
from the Soviet Union and from Ethiopia to Israel. He
established the Kaplan Centre for Jewish Studies and
Research at the University of Cape Town.

From left to right, David Pincus, Mendel Kaplan,
George Pincus and Alex Pincus
Mendel Kaplan was an exceptional man, a man of vision
passionately proud of his Jewish roots and Israel. His
opinions were sought by Prime Ministers and Presidents,
by Chief Rabbis and heads of other religions. His deeds
and accomplishments on behalf of the Jewish people
were many and illustrious. He died suddenly in Cape
Town in November at 73 years of age.
Mendel’s great-aunt Miriam Kaplan had married my
great-grandfather Isaac Pincus. Although we were third
cousins, he always introduced me as his “English cousin”.
We first met in his office in Johannesburg in 1995. My
wife Anne and I were in South Africa to learn more about
my South African-born father - who had died suddenly
here in Brighton in 1947 - and his family. My late aunt
had suggested that Mendel would be the ideal person
to speak to as he had researched our families and had
included them in one of his books.
Among his many talents, Mendel was also a prolific
author. His books include Jewish Roots in the
South African Economy, Founders and Followers of
Johannesburg Jewry, In Search of a Minyan, Seeking
Tzedakah, Riteve, Riding the Wave and From Steelmaking
to Shtetl. In another book, From Shtetl to Steelmaking,
Mendel described our family’s journey from the shtetls
of Lithuania in the 1880s to the setting up of a wire
and fencing company in Johannesburg. Today, Cape
Gate - the family business he expanded with his brother
Robert - is now one of the largest privately owned steel
companies in the southern hemisphere.
At the time of our meeting Mendel was the Chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Jewish Agency, a post that
was once held by another South African, Louis Pincus,
whose ancestors also came from Shadova. From that
first meeting my wife Anne and I began an incredible

But his generosity and kindness were not only directed at
Jewish organisations. He also set up scholarships for the
children of Cape Gate’s more than 3,000 employees and
built the marine walkway from St James to Muizenberg.
He supplied the funds for the Kalk Bay Community
Centre, the computer room at Parow Preparatory School
and the Strandfontein Lifeboat. This year he had funded
scholarships for Ethiopian and Druze children in Israel. He
did not just write cheques to those causes and projects,
but personally got involved with them.
Another brainchild of Mendel and his brother Robert was
the construction of the Jewish Museum in Cape Town. It
was an honour for me to attend the opening ceremony in
2000 where Nelson Mandela walked hand-in-hand with
Mendel into the courtyard while a choir sang Shalom
Aleichem. Mendel was also passionate about sport,
particularly rugby. So it is a fitting tribute to him that the
“Springbok Minyan” exhibition, highlighting the careers of
Jews who played rugby for South Africa, opened at the
museum this year.
In November I was a guest at Robert’s 70th birthday
celebrations in Cape Town. One of the events was a
musical evening in the City Hall. I sat with Mendel and
his wife Jill. During the interval he presented me with his
latest book Adventures in East Africa. He dedicated it to
his nine grandchildren. On my return to England, Robert
phoned me with the news of Mendel’s sudden death.
I returned to Cape Town and attended the funeral three
days later.
Whilst Mendel’s accolades, doctorates, accomplishments,
etc. would have filled two pages of Who’s Who, his
passion was his beloved family: his wife Jill, his children
Sharon, Orne, David and Romy, his grandchildren, his
brother and his brother’s family.
Mendel Kaplan was an inspiration to our family.
We will never forget his incredible memory, his
knowledge, his attention to detail and his kindness
towards us. Whenever we visited Johannesburg or
Cape Town, we would always be invited for Friday
nights and family events. We loved him and the values
he cherished. His memory will be with us for the rest of
our lives, and, Anne and I will talk about him and what
he stood for to our children and grandchildren.
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